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ABSTRACT
How to predict precise user preference and how to make efficient
retrieval from a big corpus are two major challenges of large-scale
industrial recommender systems. In tree-based methods, a tree
structure T is adopted as index and each item in corpus is attached
to a leaf node on T . Then the recommendation problem is con-
verted into a hierarchical retrieval problem solved by a beam search
process efficiently.

In this paper, we argue that the tree index used to support ef-
ficient retrieval in tree-based methods also has rich hierarchical
information about the corpus. Furthermore, we propose a novel
context-aware tree-based deep model (ConTDM) for recommender
systems. In ConTDM, a context-aware user preference prediction
modelM is designed to utilize both horizontal and vertical con-
texts on T . Horizontally, a graph convolutional layer is used to
enrich the representation of both users and nodes on T with their
neighbours. Vertically, a parent fusion layer is designed inM to
transmit the user preference representation in higher levels of T to
the current level, grasping the essence that tree-based methods are
generating the candidate set from coarse to detail during the beam
search retrieval. Besides, we argue that the proposed user prefer-
ence model in ConTDM can be conveniently extended to other
tree-based methods for recommender systems. Both experiments
on large scale real-world datasets and online A/B test in large scale
industrial applications show the significant improvements brought
by ConTDM.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→Classification and regression
trees; Neural networks; • Information systems → Recom-
mender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommendation problem is generally to retrieve for a candidate
set comprised by users’ most preferred items from the entire corpus.
In large-scale industrial recommender systems, making precise user
preference prediction and efficient retrieval from a big corpus is
extremely important. The linear retrieval complexity of traversing
the entire corpus is usually unacceptable. Together with a user
preference prediction model, a proper index structure is usually
necessary in retrieving the candidate set.

Recently, vector representation learning methods have become
more and more popular in recommender systems [2, 14, 17, 29].
In these methods, both users and items are firstly represented by
vectors in a same space. Then the inner-product of the user vector
and the item vector is used as the metric of user-item preference. As
a main benefit, the candidate generation for these methods equals
to a classic k-nearest neighbour problem, which can be accelerated
by quantization-based index [10, 16], hierarchical graph index[18]
etc.. Many efforts such as sequential model [17], graph convolu-
tional network [29] have been made to learn better user vectors
and item vectors. However, the inner-product form of user-item
preference modeling required by these methods is still a bottleneck
for improving user preference prediction accuracy[7, 39].

To break this bottleneck, a tree structure is used as index in tree-
based methods [20, 38, 39, 41]. The general framework of tree-based
methods for recommender systems is shown in Figure 1(a). Firstly,
each item in the corpus is carefully indexed to a leaf node of T
and a user node preference prediction modelM is trained. T is
usually a full binaray tree and the relationship between leaf nodes
and items in corpus can be made by clustering [39] or joint learning
[38]. In retrieval, a top-down beam search process on T guided by
M is used in candidate generation, which complexity is logarithmic
w.r.t. the corpus size. With tree index, restrictions on the structure
ofM required by the kNN-based retrieval are removed and many
advanced user preference prediction model such as Deep Interest
Network [37], Wide & Deep [1], Deep Interest Evolution Network
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[36], xDeepFM [15] can be naturally used to achieve better user
preference accuracy [39].
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Figure 1: (a). A general framework of tree-based model for
recommender systems. In retrieval, a top-down beam search
on the tree index is firstly processed to generate the final
candidate set guided by a user preference prediction model.
Then items indexed onnodes in the beamof the leaf level are
generated as candidate sets. In this example, the beam size is
2 and item 5, 6 are finally selected for recommendation. (b)
A toy example to show the value of contexts between nodes
on T .

However, all models above are originally designed for general
user preference prediction and the useful contexts between nodes
on tree index are not fully considered. Since nodes with a common
parent are equally represented by this parent both in training and
retrieval, each node on T is actually an abstraction of its children.
The beam search retrieval is actually to generate the final candidate
set from coarse to detail. Intuitively, contexts between nodes on
T should be useful auxiliary knowledge in user preference predic-
tion. To better illustrate this, a toy example is shown in Fig 1(b).
According to the girl’s historical behaviors, she probably prefers
cloths at this time. SupposeM has rightly predicted the left node
in level 2 as the girl’s coarse preference, this vertical context should
be useful forM to generate the final candidate set in leaf level.
Besides, relationships between nodes on the same level are also
useful horizontal contexts in prediction. For this toy example, shoes
are also probably preferred by the girl in Fig 1 because clothes and
shoes are usually correlative things in daily life. However, shoes
may not be chosen byM if only historical behaviors are used as
features in prediction.

In this paper, we propose a Context-aware Tree-based Deep
Model (ConTDM) to utilize both vertical and horizontal contexts on
tree index in user preference prediction for tree-based recommender
systems. Generally, a novel context-aware user node preference pre-
diction modelM is proposed in ConTDM. Our main contributions
are listed as follows:
• Horizontally, contexts between nodes on the same level of T
are aggregated with a graph convolutional layer. For tree-based

models, a hierarchical graph structure is necessary to utilize ver-
tical contexts on all levels of T . We propose a novel hierarchical
graph construction algorithm according to raw user behavior
sequences and tree index.
• Vertically, a parent fusion layer is designed inM. In ConTDM,
we take the user preference representations predicted on higher
levels of T as vertical contexts. Through the parent fusion layer,
they are imported as an auxiliary input in prediction on the
current level.
• We argue that the proposed user preference model can be conve-
niently extended to other tree-based methods. The training of
ConTDM in this paper follows the framework proposed in TDM
[39] without loss of generality. Offline experiments and ablation
study on open data sets shows the significant improvements of
ConTDM compared with baseline methods.
• ConTDM has been applied in full production to the display ad-
vertising scenario of Guess What You Like column of Taobao
App Homepage at the candidate generation stage. Online A/B
test shows the significant improvements on click-through rate
(CTR) and revenue per mille (RPM), which are key performance
indicators for online display advertising.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We introduce

related works in Section 2. The proposed context-aware user pref-
erence prediction model and the training framework of ConTDM
are introduced in Section 3. Experimental results are analysed in
Section 4. We conclude our work in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
Vector representation learning methods beginning from matrix
factorization based collaborative filtering have been widely used
in recommender systems [2, 13, 14, 27, 29, 32]. In these methods,
both users and items are mapped to vectors in the same space and
the user-item preference is measured by the inner-product of user
and item vectors. As an early representative work, a multi-layer
fully connected network is used to project users and items into a
latent space in industrial YouTube video recommender systems [2].
As a main benefit, the candidate retrieval for these methods equals
to a k-nearest neighbour problem, which can be accelerated by
quantization based index [10, 16], hierarchical graph index[18] etc..
Variants of improvements have been made in learning the vector
mappings. For example, Lv et al. [17] use both recurrent neural
network and attention mechanism in learning user vectors. Wang
et al. [29] use a graph neural network to aggregate local information
from the graph structure. However, the simple inner-product form
of user preference modeling required by the kNN-based retrieval is
still a key bottleneck for recommendation accuracy due to its limited
learning capacity [7, 39]. Many other user preference models that
has been shown to be effective such as Deep Interest Network [37],
Deep & Wide [1], Deep Interest Evolution Network [36], xDeepFM
[15] usually can not be applied directly in these methods.

In past years, tree-based methods are actively studied in the field
of extreme classification [3, 20, 22, 23, 25, 30, 34], which is also
closely related with recommender systems [8, 22]. To break the
bottleneck of kNN-based methods, tree-based methods [38, 39, 41]
take a tree structure as index and each item in corpus is attached to
a leaf node by clustering [39] or joint learning [38]. A beam search
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Figure 2: The backbone of user preference prediction model in ConTDM. Highlights: a) A graph convolutional layer is used to
aggregate horizontal contexts on the tree index. Both the user embeddings and target node embedding are enhanced by this
layer. b) The parent fusion layer takes both the output of the multi-layer fully connected network on the target node and its
parent as inputs and a fusion unit is used to utilize vertical contexts on the tree index.

process from top to bottom is used in retrieval and a logarithmic
complexity w.r.t. the corpus size is achieved. In these methods,
restrictions on the form of user preference prediction model is
removed and the use of arbitrary advanced user preference models
is enabled to improve the recommendation accuracy. In training,
a joint optimization framework of the user preference prediction
model and the tree index [38] is proposed.More recently, An optimal
beam search aware training framework of tree-based deep models
[41] is proposed to eliminate the mismatch in training and retrieval.

On the other hand, graph-based methods have also attracted
much attention in recommender systems [4, 28, 31, 33, 35, 40]. The
general idea of graph-based methods is to make effective informa-
tion aggregation from the local subgraph with a well constructed
graph structure. Variants of aggregator architectures have been
proposed in literatures [5, 12, 26]. In industrial community, Ying et
al. [33] propose the PinSage algorithm used in Pinterest by adding
a random walk based neighbour sampling strategy to GraphSage
[5]. By importing side information to DeepWalk [21], Wang et al.
[28] propose the graph embedding algorithm used in Alibaba to
generate the item embeddings. They are used to calculate the simi-
larity matrix for subsequent Item-CF [24] based recommendation.
However, to our best knowledge, there is no existing work applied
in industrial community simultaneously utilizing the superiority
of both tree-based methods and graph-based models.

3 CONTEXT-AWARE TREE-BASED DEEP
MODEL

In this section, we introduce the proposed Context-aware Tree-
based Deep Model for recommender systems. As a main highlight
of ConTDM, the proposed context-aware user node preference
prediction model is given in Section 3.1. We show the training
framework of ConTDM in Section 3.2.

3.1 Context-aware User Preference Prediction
Model

In tree-based methods for recommendation, a tree structure T is
used as index and each item in corpus is carefully indexed to a leaf
node on T by clustering [39], joint learning [38] etc., as introduced
in Section 1 and Fig 1. Then a beam search process guided by a
user node preference prediction modelM is made to generate the
candidate set for recommendation in retrieval. Obviously, the accu-
racy of user node preference prediction has great influence on the
final recommendation quality for tree-based methods. Inspired by
the essence of tree-based methods is to generate the candidate set
from coarse to detail, we hope to fully utilize the rich hierarchical
information on the tree index about the corpus in designing the
structure ofM. More specifically, both vertical and horizontal con-
texts contained on T are properly utilized to improve the accuracy
ofM in ConTDM. The backbone ofM is shown in Fig 2.
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Figure 3: (a) An example to generate edges based on tree index and raw user behaviors. Firstly, hierarchical behavior sequences
are contructed. Then an edge is put into the graph between an co-occurrence pair of nodes if the gap of their time stamps is
not bigger than a threshold. (b) The constructed hierarchical graph based on sequences in (a). The weight of an edge is the
count of co-occurrence between its two endpoints.

Denote (c1, c2 · · · cm ) as the historical behavior sequence of the
user u and denote bj (c) as the ancestor of node c on level j of T .
We use hierarchical user behavior sequences [38] that have been
shown effective in tree-based methods for recommender systems
as our user features. More exactly, the user feature is represented
as (bj (c1),bj (c2) · · · bj (cm )) when the target node in prediction is
on level j of T . Other useful features such as user profiles can be
conveniently added if needed. In estimating the user node pref-
erence probability, the embeddings of both the hierarchical user
behavior sequence and the target node are firstly put into a graph
convolutional layer to import horizontal contexts on T . Then user
historical behaviors are divided into different time windows and
graph embeddings in the same time window are averaged to reduce
the network complexity, which is optional to meet the practical
time constraint in large scale industrial application without much
loss of the effect at the same time. Next, a fusion unit is used to
fuse the graph embeddings in user behaviors with the graph em-
bedding of the target node similarly as the attention mechanism,
which can also been employed in practice. We use the fusion unit
here for consistency. After this, the user embeddings and the target
embedding are concatenated as the input of a multi-layer fully con-
nected network with PReLU activation function. The outputs of the
network on both the target node and its parent are further fused by
a parent fusion layer to import vertical contexts. Finally, a softmax
layer is used to compute the user-node preference probability.

As key components to utilize contexts between nodes, the mech-
anism and effect of the graph convolutional layer and the parent
fusion layer are further analysed in the following two subsections.

3.1.1 Graph Convolutional Layer. Horizontally, the relevance
between nodes on the same level of T can be used to enrich both the
user and the target node features. As discussed in Section 2, graph
structures have been proven to be powerful to grep the relationship
between items in corpus.

In ConTDM, a non-parameterized graph convolutional layer
based on GraphSage[5] is used considering the efficiency in training
and inference, as shown in Fig 2. For each node n on the tree index,

its graph embedding is computed by:

Embдe (n) = Concat(Emb(n),Avд(Emb(Neiдh(n))) (1)

where Emb(n) is the embedding of node n and Neiдh(n) is the set
of n′s neighbours on the graph. The graph convolutional layer
concatenates the averaged embeddings of n′s neighbours with n′s
embedding. The purpose is to import the neighbour context as well
as highlight the role of n.

With the graph convolutional layer, the representation of each
node is enriched by its neighbours. On the one hand, the impact
of sparsity in training data that has been widely observed in rec-
ommender systems [24] is alleviated. On the other hand, the scope
of the user feature could jump out of historical behaviors and the
diversity of the candidate set is promoted, which is usually pre-
ferred by most recommender systems. Besides, it is worth to point
out that graph embeddings of all nodes can be computed efficiently
before the trained model is put online according to the backbone
ofM. Therefore, as another benefit brought by the graph convo-
lutional layer, the time cost of online forward computation which
is usually strictly bounded in industrial recommendation scenario
can be saved.

Obviously, the quality of the graph matters. Besides, a hierarchi-
cal graph is required in ConTDM to aggregate horizontal contexts
on all levels of T . We build the hierarchical graph according to
the co-occurrence of nodes in hierarchical user behavior sequences
{(bj (c1),bj (c2) · · · bj (cm ))}. The process is explained in Fig 3(a).
The user behavior sequence is firstly divided into sessions accord-
ing to the gap between timestamps. Then an edge between each
co-occurrence pair in the same session is added to the graph. The
weight of an edge is the count of all co-occurrence pairs between its
two endpoints. Generally, our main idea is that two items behaved
by a user sequentially are probably related with each other and the
hierarchical behavior sequence is the abstract user behaviors on
different levels of T .A formal statement about the construction of
the hierarchical graph is given in Alg 1 where t is the threshhold
(e.g. 40min) to divide the sessions in behavior sequences and k is the
max number of neighbours used in truncation (e.g. 10 in practice)
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Algorithm 1 Building Hierarchical Graph in ConTDM
Input: Tree index T with max level lmax , raw user behavior se-

quences of training data {(c1, c2 · · · cm )}, max number of neigh-
bours k , max time interval t
G ← ∅

2: for l = lmax , . . . , 1 do
for each raw sequence (c1, c2 · · · cm ) do

4: (bl (c1),bl (c2) · · ·bl (cm )) ← Trace each item in raw se-
quence up to level l of T .
if node ni and nj are both contained in
(bl (c1),bl (c2) · · ·bl (cm )) and the time interval between
them ≤ t minutes then

6: Increase the weight of undirected edge (ni ,nj ) in G by
1.

end if
8: end for

for each node n in level l of T do
10: {ni }

K
i=1 ← Pick the other endpoint of all undirected edges

containing n in G.
Sort {n}Ki=1 in the descending order of (n,ni )’s weight.

12: for i = 1, . . . ,min(k,K) do
if edge (n,ni ) not in G then

14: Add undirected edge (n,ni ) to G.
end if

16: end for
end for

18: end for
Output: Undirected hierarchical graph G.

to avoid the number of neighbours for hot nodes is too big and only
keep the solid relationship as well.

3.1.2 Parent Fusion Layer. Given a user u and a target node nl
on level l ofT , we denotepa(nl ) as the parent node ofnl in level l−1
and denote v(nl ) as the output of the multi-layer fully connected
network. The parent fusion layer takesv(nl ) andv(pa(nl )) as input
and returns the fused user node preference representation through
a fusion unit. The detailed formulation is

vf = PReLU (W ∗Concat (v(nl ),v(nl ) ⊙ v(pa(nl )),v(pa(nl ))) + b) .
(2)

whereW is the weight term and b is the bias term to be optimized.
With the parent fusion layer, the vertical contexts on higher levels
of T are imported to the current prediction. The impact of the
parent fusion layer is shown as follows:

• Explainability. In the tree index, each node is an abstrac-
tion of its children. Traditionally, v(nl ) is used as the input
vector of the final softmax layer to compute the final user
preference probability, which indicates thatv(nl ) should con-
tain useful user preference information. Besides, the essence
of the hierarchical retrieval is to generate the final candidate
set from coarse to fine. Therefore, the user preference rep-
resentation on the parent node v(pa(nl )) is a useful coarse-
grained auxiliary feature in the prediction of nl .

Algorithm 2 The Training Framework of ConTDM

Input: Initial context-aware user preference modelM, tree index
T , raw training data {(ui ,qi )}Ni=1.

1: Construct the hierarchical graph including all items in corpus
and nodes on T as vertex with Alg 1.

2: for t=1,2· · · T do
3: Construct training samples used in current iteration.
4: OptimizeM using algorithms such as ADAM [11].
5: end for

Output: Trained modelM used for beam search retrieval.

• Non-sparsity. In ConTDM, the training samples for each
node in higher levels is much more enriched than lower lev-
els, since the total number of nodes decreases exponentially
with the going up of levels on T . By importing contexts in
higher levels, the impact of sparsity in lower levels is also
largely reduced.
• Efficiency. Since the hierarchical retrieval is made from
top to bottom on T , v(pa(nl )) can be efficiently reused in
predicting nl . Therefore, the total increase of computation
in retrieval is brought by the fusion unit, which is usually
acceptable.

3.2 Training Framework
With the proposed context-aware user preference prediction model,
the training framework of ConTDM is shown in Alg 2 following
the tree-based deep model proposed in [39].

The input of Alg 2 contains an initial context-aware user pref-
erence modelM, the tree index T and the raw training data set
{(ui ,qi )}

N
i=1 where ui denotes user i and qi denotes the label item

ui prefers (e.g. ui clicks qi before). The initial tree index can be
constructed by clustering following [39] without loss of generality.
Before trainingM, we firstly construct the hierarchical graph G
used by Alg 1. Next,M is optimized under the total empirical loss
as follows [39]:

L(θ ) = −
N∑
i=1

lmax∑
j=0

log p̂
(
bj (qi )|ui ;θ

)
(3)

where lmax is the max level of tree index T . θ is the parameter of
M to be optimized. bj (q) returns item q′s ancestor node on level j
of T . p̂(q |u) is the estimated probability u prefers q byM. In Eq (3),
the total negative logarithm of the estimated user-node probability
between each pair (ui ,qi ) and their ancestors is minimized. In each
iteration, we randomly sample a mini-batch samples from the raw
data set and tracing them up to all levels of T as positive data.
Besides, negative sampling [2, 9] is used in estimating p̂(q |u) with
negative data sampled from the corresponding levels of T .

As the proposed context-aware user node preference prediction
model in ConTDM only relies on the tree index and raw training
behavior sequences, it is convenient to be applied to other existing
tree-based frameworks for recommender systems such as [20, 38,
41].
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4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we show both online and offline performance of
ConTDM. Firstly, datasets utilized in offline experiments are briefly
summarized. Secondly, we compare the overall performance of
ConTDM with other baseline recommendation models to show
the effectiveness of the context-aware modeling. Thirdly, ablation
study is followed up to help comprehend how each part of ConTDM
works in detail. At last, we show the performance of ConTDM in
Taobao display advertising platform with real online traffic.

Our offline experiments are conducted with two large-scale real-
world datasets: 1) user-book review dataset from Amazon[6, 19]; 2)
user-item behavior dataset from Taobao called UserBehavior[39].
The details are as follows:
• Amazon Books: This dataset is composed by product re-
views from Amazon. Here we use its largest subset, i.e.,
Books. The users with less than 10 books reviewed are ex-
cluded. Each review record is in the format of (user ID,
book ID, rating, timestamp).
• UserBehavior: It is a subset of Taobao user behavior data
containing about 1 million randomly sampled users who had
behaviors from November 25 to December 03, 2017. Similar
to Amazon Books, only users with at least 10 behaviors are
kept. Each user-item behavior is corresponding to a record in
the form of (user ID, item ID, category ID, behavior
type, timestamp). All behavior types are treated equal in
our experiments.

Table 1 summarizes the above two datasets after preprocessing.

Table 1: Details of the two datasets after preprocessing. One
record is a user-item pair that represents user feedback.

Amazon Books UserBehavior

# of users 294,739 969,529
# of items 1,477,922 4,162,024

# of categories 2,637 9,439
# of records 8,654,619 100,020,395

4.1 Experiment Setup
In our offline experiments, Precision, Recall and F-Measure are used
as metrics for performance evaluation of different methods as in
most related works for candidate generation in recommender sys-
tems. For a user u, denote Pu (|Pu | = M) as the recalled candidate
set and Gu as the ground truth set. The definitions of these metrics
are as follows:

Precision@M(u) =
|Pu ∩ Gu |

|Pu |
, Recall@M(u) =

|Pu ∩ Gu |

|Gu |
,

F-Measure@M(u) =
2 ∗ Precision@M(u) ∗ Recall@M(u)

Precision@M(u) + Recall@M(u)
.

The user average of the above three metrics in testing set are used
to compare the following methods:
• Item-CF [24], namely the classic item-based collaborative
filtering, maintains an item-item matrix measuring similar-
ities between pairs of items. The recommended items are

generated according to the user’s historical behaviors and
the matrix.
• YouTube product-DNN [2], the representative work of
kNN-based methods, is a practical method used in YouTube
video recommendation. The inner-product of the learnt user
and item’s vector representation denotes the preference.
• HSM [20] is short for the hierarchical softmax model, which
utilize multiplication of level-wise conditional probabilities
to obtain item preference probability without the normaliza-
tion term.
• TDM [39] is a representative tree-based deep model for rec-
ommender systems. The backbone of its user preference
prediction model is comprised by an attention layer and a
multi-layer plain-DNN.
• ConTDM is the proposed context-aware user preference
model along with the tree index. The structural information
on the tree index is incorporated by a graph convolutional
layer and a parent fusion layer contained in the preference
model.

We randomly sample 5,000 and 10,000 disjoint users to create
testing set for Amazon Books and UserBehavior respectively. The
other users in two datasets compose the training set. For each
user in testing set, we take the first half of behaviors along the
time line as known features and the latter half as ground truth. In
negative samples generation, we deploy the same sampling strategy
for all methods except Item-CF and use the same sampling ratio.
For fairness, both HSM and TDM use the same user preference
prediction model, which contains an attention layer before a three-
layer plain-DNN. In ConTDM, the parameter size of the fusion unit
is taken as closely as the attention layer in TDM and the plain-DNN
layers are the same as other baseline methods. Note that we do not
apply attention module to YouTube product-DNN because pairwise
attention is not applicable in industrial scenario for user preference
models with the inner-product form to achieve acceleration in
retrieval. Besides, the same tree index learnt by the joint learning
framework [38] with a plain-DNN user preference prediction model
is shared by HSM, TDM and ConTDM to make fair comparison.

4.2 Comparison results
The quantitative results of all methods in two datasets under set-
tings above is shown in Table 2.

Firstly, compared with the traditional Item-CF and kNN-based
retrieval models, TDM significantly improves the recommendation
accuracy in all metrics. This result clearly shows the superiority
of tree-based methods by removing the restrictions on the form of
user preference modeling and enabling the use of more effective
models. Actually, together with a carefully designed joint learning
framework[38], TDM could outperform the brutal-force traverse
of the whole corpus with the same preference model trained on
raw training data only. Besides, a direct application of hierarchical
softmax model to recommendation problem does not show much
improvements on Item-CF and knn based method, which is consis-
tent with the conclusion in [39].

Secondly, ConTDM still outperforms the strongest baseline TDM
with a 6.3% and 10.5% recall lift in Amazon Books and UserBehav-
ior respectively. The comparison result shows the effectiveness of
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Table 2: Comparison results of different methods in Amazon Books and UserBehavior.

Method Amazon Books UserBehavior

Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure

Item-CF 0.52% 8.18% 0.92% 1.56% 6.75% 2.30%
YouTube product-DNN 0.53% 8.26% 0.93% 2.25% 10.15% 3.36%

HSM 0.57% 8.68% 1.00% 2.22% 10.42% 3.34%
TDM 0.83% 13.56% 1.49% 3.26% 15.50% 4.92%

ConTDM 0.87% 14.42% 1.55% 3.65% 17.12% 5.49%

importing contexts contained on the tree index to user preference
modeling. Notice that the improvements are mostly achieved by
the proposed context-aware user preference prediction model with
a common tree index shared between different tree-based methods.
A fine-tuned tree index and more effective training framework such
as [38, 41] can be naturally applied in ConTDM to achieve better
overall performance.

4.3 Ablation analysis
In ConTDM, a graph convolutional layer and a parent fusion layer
are designed in the user preference prediction model to utilize
both horizontal and vertical contexts on T respectively. In this
subsection, we make an ablation analysis about the effectiveness
of these two layers. All settings are kept unchanged as the last
subsection other than removing one of these two layers fromM.
Experimental results are shown in Table 3 with TDM as the baseline.

Graph Convolutional Layer . In this case, we remove the par-
ent fusion layer in ConTDM and keep other parts unchanged. We
denote this model as ConTDM-GC. From Table 3, ConTDM-GC
lifts the recall with the relative percentage of 6.3% and 5.9% in Ama-
zon Books and UserBehavior respectively. This result confirms the
advantage of utilizing the co-occurrence among nodes from the
same level in the tree index.

Parent Fusion Layer . In retrieval, the top-down path from the
root to the leaf layer forms the decision chain of the user prefer-
ence model, which naturally indicates the user interests granularity
evolves from coarse to fine. From a probabilistic perspective, the
top-down beam search process can be regarded as a sequence gen-
eration process. We remove the graph convolutional layer from
ConTDM and denote the preference model with the parent fusion
layer as ConTDM-PF. Results in Table 3 shows the effectiveness
of the parent fusion layer. In UserBehavior, ConTDM-PF gains 6.6%
recall lift, which beats the ConTDM-GC with 5.9%. Nevertheless,
in Amazon Books, the recall yields by ConTDM-PF and TDM are
roughly the same. We attribute this result to the impact of dataset.
Since most items in this dataset are books and the coarse descrip-
tion of user preference on higher levels of T does not benefit much
to prediction on child nodes.

4.4 Online Results
ConTDM has been applied in the display advertising scenario, i.e.
Guess What You Like column of Taobao App, with full online
traffic at the stage of candidate generation. In Taobao’s advertising
systems, advertisers bid on the reveals that show items to users.

Table 3: Ablation results for Graph Convolutional Layer and
Parent Fusion Layer in Amazon Books and UserBehavior.

Dataset Method Metric@200
Precision Recall F-measure

Amazon Books

TDM 0.83% 13.56% 1.49%
ConTDM-GC 0.88% 14.41% 1.57%
ConTDM-PF 0.82% 13.55% 1.47%
ConTDM 0.87% 14.42% 1.55%

UserBehavior

TDM 3.26% 15.50% 4.92%
ConTDM-GC 3.50% 16.41% 5.26%
ConTDM-PF 3.53% 16.53% 5.31%
ConTDM 3.65% 17.12% 5.49%

When a user opens the Taobao App, the advertising engine should
choose a few proper ads from the large scale corpus of ads to be
revealed. Generally, the whole process in practice can be devided
into three subsequent stages: candidate generation, ranking and
strategy. After each stage, the candidate set is reduced gradually
from the whole corpus containing millions of items to few ads.
Besides, the target considered in each stage also varies to meet
different business goals.

To measure the performance, we conduct online A/B comparison
by replacing ConTDM with the strongest baseline method TDM.
Each comparison experiment has 2% of all online traffic. We use
click-through rate (CTR) and revenue per mille (RPM) that are
the key performance indicators for online display advertising as
metrics. The definitions of these two metrics are as follows:

CTR =
# of clicks

# of impressions
, RPM =

Ad revenue
# of impressions

∗ 1000.

Besides, the diversity defined by the size of different categories in
the candidate set is also considered.

Table 4: Online results in Guess What You Like column of
Taobao App Homepage.

Metric CTR RPM Diversity

ConTDM +3.8% +4.0% +14.0%

Table 4 reveals the lift on all online metrics. 3.8% growth on CTR
exhibits that more precise items have been recommended. RPM
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with the increase of 4.0% proves ConTDM can bring more income
for Taobao advertising platform. Thanks to the horizontal contexts
brought by the hierarchical graph, the diversity of candidate set
is also significantly improved by 14.0%. It means more potential
improvements can be made by subsequent stages since their corpus
is largely enriched. Notice that there are sevaral different methods
working simultaneously online at the candidate generation stage
and ConTDM is only one of them. Besides, the cancandidate set
returned in the candidate generation stage will be reranked by
the subsequent stages to pick the few final ads. Therefore, the
improvements achieved by ConTDM is very significant. Besides,
as discussed in Section 3.1.1, graph embeddings of ConTDM are
aggregated offline and all improvements compared with TDM are
achieved without increase of the stress of the online engine.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the effect of the tree index in user preference
modeling and propose a context-aware user preference prediction
model, which can be conveniently applied in general tree-based
methods for recommender systems. Both horizontal and vertical
contexts on T are utilized through a novel graph convolutional
layer and a parent fusion layer. Both online and offline results show
the significant improvements brought by ConTDM.

In ConTDM, we mainly focus on how to improve the recommen-
dation accuracy of user preference model in tree-based methods.
Actually, the quality of the tree index also matters [38]. Intuitively,
we can naturally extend the binary tree index used in ConTDM to a
multi-path tree index with the constructed hierarchical graph and
its capacity is much increased. We will further study how to make
effective and efficient training and retrieval on the more challenging
multi-path tree index in our future work.
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